Modular Reservoir Assembly

OEM or better performance from an Original Equipment Supplier. The latest advancements in fuel delivery technology are built-in to every Airtex Fuel Pump to deliver greater reliability for problem applications.

- **Modified Return Porting**
  Superior performance and flow over original design
- **Triple Barb Hose Fitting**
  Provides positive seal for continuous fuel flow
- **Flexible Fuel Line**
  Upgraded for increased durability
- **Improved Pump to Flange Harness**
  Provides reliable electrical performance
- **Ceramic Sender Card**
  Ensures accurate fuel gauge readout
- **Float Arm**
  Vehicle specific geometry to ensure accurate fuel gauge readings
- **Additional Pump Isolator**
  Improves noise damping over OEM design
- **Dual Inlet Design**
  Upgraded for superior performance and lower amperage draw
- **Secure-Fit Feet**
  Improves noise damping over OEM design
- **Dual Zone Filtration**
  Designed for better contamination resistance